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MAUS paper: [RAL-P-2018-007; arXiv:1812:02674, JINST 14 T04005]

https://doi.org/10.1088/1748-0221/14/04/T04005

• Published by JINST [Durga Rajaram]; 



ANALYSIS UPDATE 
AND PAPER PLANNING
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Jobs completed since last VC

 Inefficiency has been associated with poor chi2 for low pt tracks, which then get 

 excluded by chi2 cut

 Chris Hunt investigating

 Meanwhile chi2 cut has been opened up

 Added TOF momentum vs tracker momentum cut; mostly presentational issue

 Added plots showing 4D beta function

 More detailed studies of systematic uncertainties

Amplitude evolution
• Chris Rogers and Francois Drielsma:

• Status of progress through referee process:
– 6 referees’ meetings to date:

• Now working on:
– Full reprocessing of data and MC with latest MAUS release
– Method (supplementary material) section and update of MICE Note

– 7th referees meeting tomorrow



Publication planning
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18-Apr-19 v15

Title Contact Comments
Preliminary Final Jan-19

Phase-space density/emittance evolution; rapid communication C. Rogers Apr18 w/s Apr19 4th referees meeting before around CM53 (21, 22Feb19, RAL)

Measurement of multiple Coulomb scattering of muons in lithium hydride J. Nugent Jun18; CM51 Apr19 Unfolding issues; perhaps resolved; CM53, 21,22Feb19, RAL

Performance of the MICE diagnostic systems P. Franchini Feb19; CM53 Almost complete draft

Phase-space density/emittance evolution review paper C. Hunt TBD Full analysis chain in place.

Phase-space density/KDE/6D-emittance evolution C. Brown TBD Thesis published on initial analysis; taken over by C.Brown

Measurement of multiple Coulomb scattering of muons in LH2 J. Nugent TBD Awaits completion of LiH paper

Field-on measurement of multiple Coulomb scattering A. Young TBD Analysis underway

First particle-by-particle measurement of emittance in the Muon Ionization 

Cooling Experiment
V. Blackmore Jun18, CM51 Accepted by EU Phys. J C; awaiting referees

The MICE Analysis and User Software framework D. Rajaram May18 w/s Jun18, CM51

RAL-P-2018-007; 1812.02674;  

submitted to JINST; referees comments received

Target date
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Outreach to go alongside Nature paper
• Press release:

– STFC lead, coordinate through existing lab network
• Need to coordinate at institute level through CB

• Event at RAL/DL:
– Peer-group meeting:

• MICE results, impact on muon collider/neutrino factory
• nuSTORM

– Early-evening public lecture

• Film with Science Animated
• News/article in, e.g., CERN Courier, Symmetry 

– Perhaps also newspaper

Memo to STFC in preparation
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P.Kyberd, KL, C.Rogers



Muon collider and 
nuSTORM in Granada
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Caterina Biscari and Lenny Rivkin, Phil Burrows, Frank Zimmermann
Open Symposium towards updating the European Strategy for Particle Physics
May 13-16, 2019, Granada, Spain

Accelerators summary



Proton-driven Muon Collider Concept

Short, intense proton 
bunches to produce 
hadronic showers

Pions decay into muons
that can be captured

Muon are captured, 
bunched and then cooled

Acceleration to 
collision energy

Collisio
n

D. Schulte
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Muon Colliders, Granada 2019

Muon-based technology represents a unique opportunity for the future of high energy physics research: 
the multi-TeV energy domain exploration.



Answers to the Key Questions
• Can muon colliders at this moment be considered for the next project?

• Enormous progress in the proton driven scheme and new ideas emerged on positron one     
• But at this moment not mature enough for a CDR, need a careful design study
done with a coordinate international effort

• Is it worthwhile to do muon collider R&D?
• Yes, it promises the potential to go to very high energy
• It may be the best option for very high lepton collider energies, beyond 3 TeV
• It has strong synergies with other projects, e.g. magnet and RF development
• Has synergies with other physics experiments
• Should not miss this opportunity?

• What needs to be done?
• Muon production and cooling is key => A new test facility is required.

• Seek/exploit synergy with physics exploitation of test facility (e.g. nuSTORM)
• A conceptual design of the collider has to be made
• Many components need R&D, e.g. fast ramping magnets, background in the detector
• Site-dependent studies to understand if existing infrastructure can be used

• limitations of existing tunnels, e.g. radiation issues
• optimum use of existing accelerators, e.g. as proton source

• R&D in a strongly coordinated global effort
D. Schulte
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Muon Colliders, Granada 2019



Proposed tentative timeline

D. Schulte
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Neutrino Physics 
(accelerator and non-accelerator)

summary of the session

Conveners: Stan Bentvelsen, Marco Zito

ESPPU Open Symposium Granada
May 16, 2019

In the session we also covered astroparticle physics
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Neutrino Physics 
(accelerator and non-accelerator)

summary of the session

Conveners: Stan Bentvelsen, Marco Zito

ESPPU Open Symposium Granada
May 16, 2019

In the session we also covered astroparticle physics



Comments
• An excellent outcome …

• Opportunity:

– Muon collider R&D developed in collaboration with CERN

– nuSTORM as centrepiece:

• MC R&D platform, serving 6D cooling experiment

• Science programme:

– Neutrino scattering

– Sterile neutrinos

• Europeans:

– Seek to make case to your representatives!
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UPCOMING MEETINGS
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Upcoming meetings

• CM54:

– 27/28 June 2019 at RAL
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